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A two-dime~iorial (2D) photonic crystal is an attractive alternative and compli-
mentary to its 3D counterpart [1-5], due to fabrication simplicity. A 2D crystal, how-
ever, confines light only in the 2D plane [6], but not in the third direction, the z-
direction. Earlier experiments show that such a 2D system can exist [7-10], providing
that the boundary effect in z-direction is negligible and that light is collimated in the
2D plane. Nonetheless, the usefulness of such 2D crystals is limited because they are
incapable of guiding light in z-direction, which leads to diffraction loss. This
drawback presents a major obstacle for realizing low-loss 2D crystal waveguides,
bends and thresholdless lasers. A recent theoretical calculation, though, suggests a ~
noveI way to eIiminate such a loss with a 2D photonic crystal slab [11,12]. The con-
cept of a Iightcone is introduced as a criterion for fully guiding and controlling light.
Although the leaky modes of a crystal slab have been studied [13], there have until
now no experimental reports on probing its guided modes and band gaps.

In this paper, a waveguide-coupled 2D photonic crystal slab is successfully fabri-
cated from a GaAs/AIXOYmaterial system and its intrinsic transmission properties
are studied. The crystal slab is shown to have a strong 2D band gap at Z -1.5 pm.
Light attenuates as much as -5dB per period in the gap, the strongest ever reported
for any 2D photonic crystal in optical k. More importantly, for the first time, the
crystal slab is shown to be capable-of controlling light fully in all three-dimensions.
The lightcone criterion is also experimentally confirmed.

The photonic crystal slab consists of cylindrical holes etched though a thin GaAs
slab and partially into a Ipm thick underlying AIO.gG~.lAslayer. The holes are arranged in
a triangular array, Fig. l(a), with a lattice constant a and hole diameter d (= 0.6a). Three

~ samples were fabricated with a = 400,430 and 460 nm respectively. The thickness of the ~
GaAs slab is a critical parameter and is chosen to be (t=O.5a) to create a large photonic
band gap [12]. Nanometer scale fabrication of 2D holes is done using a combination of
electron-beam lithography and reactive-ion-beam-etching (RIBE) processes [14]. The ,
RIBE technique allows for etching of GaAs/ Alo9G~,As materials with a straight sidewall.
An integrated waveguide-coupled photonic crystal slab sample is obtained by combining
with conventional ridge waveguide. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) top and side
view image of-it are shown in Figs. l(b) and 1(c), respectively. The depth of.holes is -0.5
pm and their sidewalls are straight to within 5“.The 2D hole array section is designed to
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.. be a few rows wider than the”waveguide to reduce the amount of light leaking around the-,
,:/- - side edges of photonic-cryst~ slab. Another reason for the increased width is that theh: .. .,” fabricated hole size tends to be more uniform at the middle rows and becomes less..

/ controllable near the edges. As a final step in the fabrication, the AIOgG~.,Aslayer was wet
? ,: :.:.-> oxidized into AIXOY.The AIXOYhas a low index value, n-1.5 [15], which helps to confine-.:..-4“ light in the GaAs slab, better-maintains the symmetry of the guided modes (discussed

below).
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show the frequency dispersion relation (band structure) of a

photonic crystal slab, computed using a full 3D calculation with the sample parameters
described above. The frequency cois expressed in units of (a/L), and the wavevector is
plotted along crystal symmetry axes 17,M and K, shown in Fig.1 (a). The shaded area
represents the Iightcone region and connected dots are the guided modes within the slab.
The lightcone is a new feature that arises from a full 3D treatment and does not occur in a
purely 2D band-structure calculation. Photonic states within such a Iightcone extend
infinitely into regions outside the slab and are leaky. These are the undesirable radiation
modes [13], although they may be useful in out-coupling of light into air [16]. The slope
of Iightcone boundary is determined by the index value of the underlining AIXOYlayer.

Below the Iightcone boundary, guided modes exist. They cannot couple into air
modes due to energy-momentum consewation rules and are localized to the vicinity of the
crystal slab. This confinement is analogous to total-internal-reflection and is due to a large
index contrast between the GaAs (n=3.4) and AIXOYlayers. Guided modes are classified
into TE/even (open circles) and TM/odd (solid circles) states, as in Fig. 2(a), according to
the symmetry of the EM wave with respect to reflections through the 2D plane [11].
Strictly speaking, these states are not purely TE or TM polarized, however, these even-like
and odd-like states have strong similarities with TE and TM states, respectively, and so we
refer to them below as “TE” and ‘TM”. For a perfectly symmetrical 2D slab, TE and TM
modes are de-coupled and non-interacting. As shown in Fig.2 (a), a large fundamental TE
band gap (co= 0.263-0.341) exists. Operating within the guided modes, light propagates
freely in the 2D plane. In the photonic band gap, on the other hand, light can be strongly
confined by a 2D gap and at the same time is index-guided vertically. It is in this sense
that light can be filly controlled using a photonic-crystal slab. It must be noted this is not
a true 3D band gap [17] due to the small but inevitable radiation loss to the leaky modes in
the Iightcone region.

For comparison, the dispersion relation for an unoxidized photonic-crystal slab is also
shown in Fig. 2(c). In this case, slope of the lightcone, c/n, is set by the index of
Al,),,G~,,Aslayer, n = 2.9. A higher n implies a lower lightcone boundary for the unoxi-
dized crystal slab. Consequently, only the lowest TE and TM b&d are guided and only a
s“mallphotonic band gap between the Iightcone boundary and the lowest band is expected.
The use of a low-index AIXOYlayer in our 2D slab stiwcture design is essential for
obtaining 2D guided modes with sizeable band gaps.

To probe the intrinsic optical properties of a photonic-crystal slab, transmission mea-
surements were carried out in the nearest-neighbor direction, 17K.Three diode laser modu-
lates were used as the light source. The laser output has a well-defined Gaussian profile,
and is tunable from A= 1290 to 1350 nm, k = 1525 to 1595 nm and X= 1625 to 1680 nm.
This tuning range allows us to simultaneously probe the band gaps, band edges and guided
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modes of the crystal slab. For the polarization study, a polarization rotator was used to
produce pure TE and TM input light (which couple to even. and odd guided modes
respectively). To couple laser light into and out of a ridge waveguide, a pair of aspheric
lenses with a high numerical aperture (NA=O.4) was used. The output light is then split
and fed into a calibrated InGaAs photo-detector and an infrared (IR) camera respectively.
For precise optical alignment, the sample and lenses are mounted to a five-axis moving
stage, which has a movement precision of better than 100 nm.

To obtain reliable transmittance data, modal profile of the transmitted light must be
carefully examined. In our experimental configuration, Fig. 1(b), transmitted signal is a
combined effect of light coupling from (i) the input waveguide mode into (ii) the photo-
nic-crystal state and then back to (iii) the output waveguide mode. If laser light is well
focused into the input waveguide and the crystal slab does not strongly scatter light,
output signal is a well-defined Gaussian-shape waveewide mode. On the other hand, if
focus is off and laser light is coupled, instead, into the undesired air mode or the substrate
leaky mode, output signal is typically broad and scattered in shape. An IR imaging camera
at the output end is a useful tool for checking modal profile. Fig.3 (a) shows an IR image
of a TM light of 1 = 1550 nm transmitted through a nine-period 2D crystal sample (a =
460 rim). The mode is bright and well defined. Its intensity profile, shown at the bottom as
a dashed line, follows a Gaussian-like. The same measurement is repeated with TE light
and the resulting image is shown in Fig. 3(b). The image is not as bright, but its profile
remains a Gaussian-shape. The observed Gaussian profile suggests that the output signal
is a true measure of waveguide-crystal interaction. Also, the much weaker TE intensity
suggests the existence of a TE gap at k = 1550 nm.

To find absolute transmittance of a 2D crystal, a reference transmission is taken from
an identical waveguide with no 2D crystal built in the middle section. By normalizing
transmission signals with this reference transmission, absolute transmittance is obtained.
This procedure eliminates external uncertainties associated with reflection at waveguide-
crystal interfaces and free space-to-waveguide coupling efficiency and allows for an
absolute determination of intrinsic transmittance of the crystal slab. -

In Fig. 4, the TM absolute transmittance versus the number of period (N) of the hole
array (a= 460 nm) is plotted as solid squares. The laser wavelength is k= 1550 nm, and
the corresponding (i) (= a/A) is 0.297. The transmittance is high, (88 & 7)%, and is
independent of N. The high transmittance shows that TM light is well-guided within the
crystal slab, as predicted by the band structure calculation shown in Fig.2(b). This
observation confirms the prediction that, under the Iightcone, light is guided in the crystal
slab and vertical leakage loss is negligible. Additionally, this data shows that out-of-plane
scattering due to fabrication imperfection is not important for our sample.

At 6) = 0.297, TE input light is strongly attenuated and, quite surprisingly, is also
slowly converted to a TM polarization. In Fig.4, the total and TE transmitted light is
plotted as open and solid circles, respectively. The data from TE transmitted light will be
discussed here first and the polarization conversion issue will be addressed in a later
paragraph. The TE transmittance drops exponentially from 50% at N=l, to - 0.2% at N=5,
and eventually saturates at - 6 x 104. The observed exponential dependence shows that, at
m = 0.297, the TE mode is in the photonic band gap regime. This result agrees with the



prediction presented in Fig. 2(a). As this TE mode is well below light-cone, vertical light
leakage within the crystal is negligible. Thus, the observed absolute transmittance is a true
measure of light attenuation in the 2D crystal slab. The attenuation capability of this
photonic band gap is strong. Light attenuates by a factor of 10, for every two-periods it
traverses in the crystal slab, i.e. - 5dT3per period, the strongest ever reported in any 2D
photonic crystals at optical Z.

To explore dispersion of a photonic-crystal slab, nine experimental data sets were taken
covering cofrom 0.24 to 0.35. This task is accomplished by scanning three laser modulates
through three different samples with a = 400 nm (red dots), 430 nm (green dots) and 460
nm (blue dots), respectively. The thickness of each sample is maintained at 0.5a. In Fig.5,
the measured TE transmission spectrum is plotted in a semi-log scale. The solid and open
dots represent TE and total transmitted data, respectively. A theoretical curve (solid line)
is also shown, which agrees well with the experimental data. The theoretical transmission
calculation were performed using 3D finite difference time-domain simulations with 10
pixels per a and absorbing boundary conditions. The slightly larger observed band gap,
-870, may be due to small uncertainties in fabrication parameters, the hole size and lattice
constant. In the band gap, transmittance as low as -2 x 10”is observed. At the lower band
edge, m -0.25, transmittance increases from 2 x 104to unity over a small Aco-0.02, a
four order of magnitude rise. The upper and lower TE band edges occur at co,-0.34 and
@, -0.25, respectively, yielding a large gap-to-midgap ratio, 30%. Within this band gap,
light can be strongly confined by the 2D gap and index-guided vertically. Experimental
demonstration of such a 3D control of light is a pre-requisite for realizing novel photonic-
crystal devices such as thresholdless lasers [1].

The polarization conversion mentioned in Fig. 4 may be attributed to symmetry break-
ing in the slab structure. In our sample, the upper cladding is essentially air, whereas the
lower cladding is a thick lpm AIXOYlayer. This asymmetry [11] introduces a weak
coupling between the TE and TM modes in the waveguides and the opposite-symmetry
modes in the crystal. At 6.I= 0.297, while TE light is attenuated due to the TE gap, TM
light is free to propagates and should remain roughly constant. Thus for small N (<3) in
Fig.4, TE light dominates and its intensity close to that of total transmitted light. For 3 <N
<5, the converted TM intensity increases yet TE light continues to drop, leading to a large
difference between TE and the total transmitted light. For N > 5, TM polarization
dominates the total transmitted light and its intensity remains a constant as it is a guided
mode. At this point, a back-conversion from TM to TE becomes significant, leading to a
nearly constant TE light intensity. The TE to TM ratio here of about 0.05 is a measure of
TEfTM mode conversion efficiency. This TE/TM conversion process contributes to light
leakage and will limit the attenuating efilciency of a TE gap. Such leakage, however, may
be eliminated through a symmetrical slab structure design (AIXOYabove and below).

This work realizes a new class of photonic-crystal structure that is capable of folly con-
trolling light in optical k. These important features originate from the use of an optimally
desi=~ed thin 2D slab and a low-index underlying NXOYlayer. This demonstration sets a
new foundation for 2D crystal structures and will impact a wide class of planar-photonic-
circuits components and their integration. Possible applications include low 10SSin-plane
waveguide bends [18], waveguide crossings for integrated-optical-circuit applications
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[19], and photonic tunneling [20] for wavelength division
applications.
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Figure Caption

Fig.l(a) A schematic of the 2D triangular array and major crystal symmetry directions; (b)
SEM top view of a nine periods 2Dphotonic crystal slab, connected with inputioutput
waveguides along rK direction; (c) a SEM cross-sectional view of the etched hole array,
showing cylindrical holes with a near perfect straight side-wall.

Fig. 2 Computed dispersion of 2D photonic crystal slab structures assuming refractive
index of GaAs is n=3.4, d=O.6a and z=O.5a.The top cladding layer is air and the bottom
cladding layer is either AIXOY(n=l.5, Fig. 2a and 2b) or AIO.gG~.lAs(n =2.9, Fig.2c). The
shaded area is the light-cone region. The 2D guided modes are classified into TM (solid
dots) and TE (open dots). .

Fig. 3(a) and (b) TM hd TE infrared images of light at the waveguide output”facet of a
2D crystal slab sample. The input laser wavelength is k =1550 nm, corresponding to a
reduced frequency o = 0.297. Both TM and TE modal profiles are Gaussian-like. The TM
light is brighter as it belongs to a guided mode. The TE light is much weaker aqd is in the
photonic band gap spectral regime.

Fig. 4 Absolute transmittance(T) versus number of periods (N) for a series of 2D crystal

samples. The laser wavelength is k =1550 nm and (i) is 0.297. The transmittance for TM
input (solid squares) is high and independent of N, suggesting that light is well confined
within the 2D slab and propagates freely in the 2D plane. For TE input, transmitted light
contains TE and TM components, both attenuating exponentially as a function of N. For
TE output, the attenuation is - 5dB per period, the strongest ever reported in any 2D crys-
tals in optical X.

Fig. 5 Absolute transmittance versus 6.)for TE input light. The solid line is theoretical
curve. The solid and open dots are measured output signal containing TE- and both polar-
izations, respectively. The TE gap is strong, with a minimum T as low as 2 x 104. TE band -
edges are clearly observed as well as a small portion of the guided band with a near 100’%
transmittance.
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